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Abstract. This paper examines the behaviour of bloat for GP tree structures using three different topologies: a panmictic, ring and star structure. Initially genetic drift is examined and the results showing the influence of a lower absorbing
boundary are examined for each space. A simple selection model is then applied
and analysed for bloat. A conjecture regarding the influence of inbreeding, due
to spatial structure, is presented as one mechanism for bloat reduction. The paper shows that spatially-structured GP results in a tradeoff between convergence,
diversity and the size of individuals.
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Introduction

The concept of ”bloat” in Genetic Programming(GP) is a well established phenomena [1–8] characterised by variable-length genomes gradually increasing in size during
evolution. A variety of causes for this effect have been shown, including as a protective
response to destructive operators [7], selection pressure [9, 5] and operator bias [10].
Three main methods for controlling bloat are commonly proposed [5]: set an upper
bound to the complexity of individuals in the population [11]; introduce an explicit fitness penalty (parsimony measure) that biases against larger individuals [12, 13]; and
apply genetic operators designed to target redundant code or that bias against offspring
size increases [14, 10].
Other work has considered an alternative approach to reducing bloat via the use of
spatially-structured populations [15–17]. Since spatial structure generally slows the effect of drift [18] and forms small local demes for breeding, these types of models have
shown some promise in reducing the rate of bloat. Although not explicitly explored in
these papers, spatial structure often increases inbreeding, which can lead to local convergence and therefore reduced selection pressure. This may be partly an explanation
for the previously observed bloat behaviour and will be addressed in more detail in this
paper.
Recently there have been a number of theoretical advances in understanding bloat [19,
6, 20–22] which have confirmed that selection pressure is one fundamental driver in
bloat creation. For example, Poli [19] reduced bloat by a stochastic approach to setting
the fitness of individuals to zero who were above the average length of the population.

Stringer and Wu [20, 21] showed that a shrinking effect on genome length occured for a
chunking GA once the population had essentially converged and selection had become
random. Skinner et al. [22] provided a theoretical argument for this observed tendency
of variable-length genomes to shrink when selection is not considered (i.e. under the
process of genetic drift). This work implied that the presence of an absorbing boundary
(a genome size that once reached cannot change) contributed to the reduction in average
size of a population under drift.
This paper will revisit the results of Skinner et al. [22] and examine the behaviour
of this model when the population is structured as a network of spatial locations. Under genetic drift the results show that for both the ring and star topologies there is an
increase in small tree sizes compared with a panmictic space. Subsequently, a simple selection model applied to these topologies shows that inbreeding may well contribute to
a reduction in bloat, although with a subsequent tradeoff in evolutionary dynamics. The
paper is organised as follows: §2 describes the basic GP model, introduces the graphbased approach to spatial structures, and describes the initial experiments; §3 presents
a simple model of selection to examine the influence of spatial structures on bloat; §4
discusses the findings and implications of this work; and §5 concludes the paper with
some directions for future work.

2

Genetic Drift, Bloat and Space

The original paper by Skinner et al. [22] based their analysis on a general model of
crossover, where an individual was represented by a single number corresponding to
the number of genes. Crossover was performed by selecting a random number of genes
from each (randomly selected) parent and swapping the genes to create two offspring.
Each individual was initially created with the same number of genes (20). The resulting
model, and those of Stringer and Wu [20, 21], showed that without selection the average
number of genes in the population reduced over time. Our initial interest is to examine
these results using a GP tree model and examine in what ways spatial structure changes
the response of this shrinking genome.
2.1

Spatial Structure and Drift

Spatial structure for a single population is defined as follows: a population of N individuals reside at N locations, labelled i = 1, 2, . . . N . Neighbourhood structure is defined
as a network, which can be represented as a square connectivity matrix, M , where an
entry of 0 in M indicates that the two locations are not connected, and a value of 1
indicates that the locations are in the same deme. This matrix defines the connectivity
between locations (a value M [i, j] = 1 indicates that location j is in the deme of location i), which defines the local deme structure used to determine the breeding pool for
each location. For each generation, each location i is visited, and two parents are chosen
at random based on M . Crossover is applied to these parents to produce two children
with one child being randomly selected to produce a new individual at location i. Once
all locations have been visited the current generation is replaced by the next generation.
Hence this describes a two parent generational model with replacement. For example,

Fig. 1. Inbreeding (Fst ) for panmictic, ring and star spaces.

a panmictic (fully-connected) model of space would have each entry in M [i, j] = 1.
Previous work by the authors [23, 18] has shown that the time to fixation for a neutral
allele depends on the spatial structure of the population: a regular structure such as a
ring increases fixation time compared with a panmictic space, whereas a space dominated by one individual, such as a star, has fixation times well below that of a panmictic
space (see Fig. 1 for example ring and star structures). Note that these networks are
undirected, and therefore M is symmetrical.
2.2

The F-statistic and inbreeding

The F-statistic can be used to measure the degree of inbreeding for a population by
describing the reduction in heterozygosity when compared with the expected loss predicted by a panmictic population under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium [24]. Fig. 1 shows
the F-statistic for panmictic, ring and star structures for a two-allele, one locus diploid
model due to genetic drift. For the ring structure each location has a deme size of 3,
being connected only to its immediate neighbours. The star structure has one location
(location 0) with the entire population in its deme, while all other locations are only
connected to location 0 and themselves. Hence the ring represents a highly distributed
spatial structure, while a star has characteristics similar to a scale-free network. Fig. 1
shows that the ring and star structures both have greater inbreeding than a panmictic
population. The star inbreeding Fst reduces after a short number of generations, since
the population rapidly converges to a single homozygote. In comparison, the ring maintains a high inbreeding measure since the convergence of a ring is slow but small local
demes rapidly form homogeneous blocks [18]. Hence a population with a star structure
will amplify both drift and selection more rapidly then a ring or panmictic structure,
while a ring is likely to maintain diversity for a larger number of generations compared
with either a panmictic or star, with high local deme inbreeding.

2.3

Experimental Setup

Each individual of the population is represented as a binary tree. Following the model
of Skinner et al. [22] the individuals are initialised with 20 nodes, although the shape
of the trees are randomly generated to produce a mixture of tree depths, as defined
in Algorithm 1. Here the function BuildT ree takes the same form as Algorithm 1
to construct the nodes below the top node, resulting in individuals with a mixture of
shapes. The evolution of this population of individuals, given a spatial structure M , is
input : Number of nodes n
output: Binary Tree individual t
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

t ← newNode();
n←n−1;
lsize ← RandomInt(n);
rsize ← n − lsize;
tlef t ← BuildTree(t,lsize);
tright ← BuildTree(t,rsize);
return t;
Algorithm 1: Creating an individual for the initial GP tree population

described in Algorithm 2. The main points to note are: parents are randomly selected
with replacement from the previous generation, defined by the connectivity matrix for
each location (lines 6 and 7); and the crossover operation randomly selects one offspring
to be placed at location i of the next generation (line 8). In addition, crossover is limited
so any tree created from crossover must have at least 2 nodes. For each type of space
input : Population P0 at time zero, Connectivity Matrix W, Max Generations G
output: Pt after t time steps
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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11

gen ← 0;
while gen < G do
gen ← gen + 1;
Pgen = null;
foreach Location Ii ∈ W do
p1 ← SelectParent(Pgen−1 ,Wi );
p2 ← SelectParent(Pgen−1 ,Wi );
Pgen (Ii ) ← Crossover(p1 ,p2 );
end
end
return Pgen ;
Algorithm 2: Evolution using a spatial structure under neutral selection

M a population size of 100 was initially created and the population evolved for 1000
generations. The results were averaged over 100 runs.
2.4

Drift Results

The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the average evolution of tree sizes for a panmictic space,
and confirms the previous research [22] that indicated neutral selection produces a ten-

Fig. 2. The evolution of tree size distribution due to drift for each space, averaged over 100 runs.

Fig. 3. The average tree size for each population, averaged over 100 runs, and the frequency of
trees of size 3.

dency for the size of individuals to decrease towards the absorbing boundary. This process becomes more interesting when a spatial structure is imposed on the population.
The results for each space, as shown in Fig. 2, confirm the assumption that changing
the interaction dynamics of the population would change the drift bloat behaviour. Surprisingly, Fig. 2 shows that the ring and star spaces both have a more rapid decrease in
tree size compared with the panmictic population. Although the ring and star are very
different forms of spatial structure they both appear to have similar characteristics. For
example, Fig. 3 shows the average size of the population and the frequency of trees of
size 3. The panmictic space has on average the largest tree sizes, although there is a
large variance (> 20) in this average measure. Note that the panmictic space has a close
to linear increase in trees of size 3, whereas the ring and star both exhibit an early exponential increase in these tree sizes. Here we have chosen the tree size 3 since this was
the most common lowest tree size due to the bias imposed by the crossover operator.
The star produced on average the smallest tree sizes once the generations passed 400
with the ring being intermediate and the panmictic space being the largest.
One conjecture regarding this pattern is that inbreeding is reducing bloat. Fig. 4 adds
some support for the inbreeding conjecture, however it needs to be noted that the ring
produced the largest tree structures, even though over the 100 runs all ring tree sizes
were approaching the lower absorbing boundary by the end of 1000 generations. This
figure also shows that the star is definitely reducing bloat, although in the upper panel
there are several large trees created prior to generation 400. This can be understood in
terms of the diffusion characteristics of the ring and star. For the ring local demes may

Fig. 4. Distribution of largest trees each generation for 100 runs of each space. The upper figures
show the distribution up to tree size 20000. The lower figures show the distribution for sizes up
to 50.

continue to inbreed with large trees, however eventually those trees in distant parts of
the ring that have converged towards the absorbing boundary gradually diffuse through
the population. The star structure behaves in a different manner due to the dominant
central location. Since this location participates in all demes, but all other locations
only have themselves and the central location in their deme, when a small tree is placed
at the central location it will rapidly propagate to other locations, and therefore amplify
the effect of the absorbing boundary. Hence the inbreeding and rapid diffusion characteristics of the star result in smaller tree sizes rapidly taking over the population. Note
also that the panmictic space was producing some large trees after 1000 generations,
which shows that without an explicit upper absorbing boundary there is still some (albeit small) probability of producing larger trees. Surprisingly, this was not explicitly
noted in previous work [22].
It is also informative to examine how space affects bloat for a typical run. Fig 5
shows a typical run for each spatial structure, and shows the well-mixed behaviour of the
panmictic space versus the localised deme structures of the ring. The ring behaviour can
be understood in terms of each deme performing a local random walk in tree size with
an absorbing boundary. Note for example the white line down the centre of Fig. 5(b),
which shows a local deme with at least one large tree, which gradually reduces in size
due to the drift associated with the neighbouring demes. In comparison, Fig. 5(c) shows
pulses of tree size increasing and decreasing, based on the centre location individual
(here drawn on the left hand size of the rectangular grid). When the centre location
holds a large tree this rapidly propagates, however once a small tree is produced in the
centre this tends to dominate the behaviour of the population and drives the tree sizes
towards the lower absorbing boundary.

(a) Pan.

(b) Ring

(c) Star

Fig. 5. Single typical run for panmictic, ring and star populations. A grey-scale is used for size,
with white indicating an individual with size > 40 and black indicating size ≤ 3.
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Selection and Bloat

This section will examine a simple model of selection and the resulting bloat behaviour
for panmictic, ring and star spaces. The selection model is very simple: the initial population is constructed as for the drift model (i.e. each tree is initially size 20), and each
tree node is randomly given an allele value of either 0 or 1. For all examples the probability of setting a tree node to zero is 0.9. The fitness of an individual is based on the
proportion of ones in the tree versus the size of the tree. For example, a tree with 10
nodes and 3 one-alleles would have a fitness of 0.3. This form of fitness should not
excessively promote bloat, since it is possible to have the maximum fitness independent
of tree size. However, there is some bias to producing larger trees since adding a subtree
composed of one-alleles will increase the fitness of the tree, even though it increases in
size. Of course there is also the alternative possibility, where a subtree containing a 0
is replaced by a smaller subtree containing only one-alleles, in which case the fitness
will also increase. Hence, although the fitness measure may promote bloat tree size reduction may also have increased fitness. For all experiments a population size of 100
was used, with 1000 generations and proportional fitness selection based on each local
deme. In addition, one-point crossover was performed to produce all off-spring.
The evolution of size distribution, averaged over the 100 runs, is shown in Fig. 6,
which compares favourably with the drift model. However, a closer comparison with
Fig. 2 shows that the rate of increase in small trees for the panmictic space is faster
under selection than drift for early generations. The average fitness behaviour for each
space is shown in Fig. 7, and shows that average best solution and generations to discover a solution (i.e. a tree with all 1-nodes) are approximately the same for ring and
panmictic spaces. However, the average fitness is lower for the ring, suggesting that the

Fig. 6. The evolution of tree size distribution due to selection for each space, averaged over 100
runs.

Fig. 7. Average and average-best fitness, along with the cumulative generation required to solve
the selection problem over 100 runs.

diffuse spatial structure is maintaining the diversity of the population. The star, by amplifying selection and drift along with early inbreeding, causes the population to rapidly
converge to a non-optimal solution. Hence the star only manages to solve the problem
for approximately 20% of the runs, and if this occurs it generally happens in an early
generation when tree sizes are generally still quite small.
Of more interest is the average size of the trees in the population and the frequency
of small trees produced during evolution. These results are shown in Fig 8 and show
the somewhat surprising result that the panmictic average size continues to increase
after the point where the majority of solutions have been discovered (generation 400)

Fig. 8. The average tree size for each population, averaged over 100 runs, and frequency of trees
of size 3.

Fig. 9. Distribution of largest trees each generation for 100 runs of each space. The upper figures
show the distribution up to 20000. The lower figures show the distribution for sizes up to 50.

until about generation 500, at which time the average size behaviour is suggestive of
a random walk. There are several possible explanations for this behaviour: the trees in
the population at around generation 400 may be large enough that the lower absorbing
boundary does not affect the behaviour; the selection pressure for those runs which have
not solved the problem by generation 400 begin to select for trees with large one-allele
subtrees, thus increasing their fitness but never producing a perfect solution; and the
average measure is actually not representative of the true dynamics of the population
runs, since the variance of these measures was very high. In comparison the average
size for the ring is much lower, and although the size has increased from the initial tree
sizes of 20 the increase in tree sizes appears to be much slower. Once again, the star
produced the smallest tree sizes, due to the initial inbreeding and rapid convergence of
the population. These dynamics for each space are further demonstrated in Fig. 9, which
shows that the panmictic space has a trend towards increasing tree sizes as the generations continue. However, although the ring produces some large trees there appears to
be a bias towards smaller trees in general.
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Discussion

The previous work with panmictic, ring and star topologies have shown that changing
the spatial structure alters bloat behaviour, and therefore confirms the work of several authors [15–17] for more complex spaces. However, the argument that absorbing
boundaries are the main driver of bloat behaviour needs to be reconsidered. For example, although there is clearly a bias towards small trees creating smaller trees, there is
also a tendency for tree sizes to expand (large trees making larger trees). If there is no
upper absorbing boundary then trees sizes may become quite large. Of course, under

drift, as the number of generations increase the lower boundary will eventually drive
the population towards small tree sizes, as shown in Fig. 4.
The frequency of small tree sizes has been shown in this paper to occur more rapidly
for a ring structure under both drift and selection, compared with a panmictic space. In
addition, the average tree size grows more slowly with a ring structure than a panmictic
space. Since a ring structure reduces drift, maintains diversity and produces local inbreeding this suggests that the previous work on island models were observing a bloat
reduction due to a reduced effective population size. Our conjecture that inbreeding may
reduce bloat is given some support through our results for both the ring and star structure, since they promote local convergence which allows the lower absorbing boundary
to play a significant role in tree size. Of course, when selection is involved the star
structure converges too rapidly to be useful for general problem solving, however the
results for the ring suggest that this is one possible mechanism to reduce overall tree
size during evolution.
The previous work of Poli [19] showed some promise in reducing bloat by stochastically setting the fitness of above average sized individuals to zero. However, although
this may reduce the rate of increase in tree sizes it is unlikely to decrease the average
tree size since it will merely place additional selection pressure on other individuals,
who will accordingly increase in size. The work presented here suggests an alternative
approach when using panmictic populations by explicitly incorporating inbreeding into
the selection process. For example, this could be achieved by a form of assortative mating, where individuals are tagged with an identity that produces some preferential parent
selection. Alternatively, the use of a ring will clearly reduce overall tree growth, which
should reduce the cost of evaluation, and this could be incorporated along with reducing
the fitness of above average sized individuals. A combination of these strategies may be
one approach to reducing bloat without explicit size constraints being imposed on the
population, while still achieving acceptable performance for difficult problems.

5

Conclusion

This paper has explored the results from Skinner et al. [22] in the context of spatiallystructured evolutionary algorithms. The results both confirmed and illuminated several properties of the absorbing boundary hypothesis. In particular, the lower absorbing
boundary was shown to be effective at reducing overall tree sizes, however large trees
were still able to be occasionally produced.
The use of the ring spatial structure produced small trees and still performed well
for a simple selection model, which suggests that the rate of bloat may be reduced by
incorporating spatial structure that promotes inbreeding and slow diffusion of solutions.
In addition, we have suggested that inbreeding could also be used directly as a form of
bloat reduction and could be incorporated into panmictic space along with stochastic
reduction in fitness for above average-sized individuals. Bloat appears to be a natural
consequence of selection, and if there is no upper absorbing boundary it is likely that
tree sizes will continue to grow. However, our results suggest that it may generally be
reduced by incorporating certain types of spatial structure, such as a ring.

Future work is required to investigate the inbreeding conjecture by a more extensive
examination of population size dynamics and through the application of more difficult
and deceptive problems for a variety of spatial structures. In addition, the use of assortative mating approaches to GP and their influence on bloat needs to be investigated
so that the properties of diffuse spatial structures and bloat reduction can be properly
understood.
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